"Ha'ugot Shel Yehudit" Ltd

is announcing the voluntarily withdrawal the mousse cakes: "Mozart", "Biscuits"
following the inspection of the Central County Food Service that found
Listeria Monocytogenes in the products:


Manufacturer code 2716

Distributed by "Ha'ugot Shel Yehudit" Ltd.

Listeria monocytogenes is a germ that causes infection, especially in high risk populations, such as
individuals with a compromised immune system, the elderly, and may cause abortion in pregnant
women. In cooperation with the Ministry of Health and for safety, we are stopping the distribution
of the abovementioned products and ask retailers to bring them back. The general public is advised
not to consume these products. The products can be returned, and you will be refunded for them, if
you call our customer service: 054-3001361.

We will gladly answer any question, call 054-3001361.